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ABSTRACT 
Cost Estimatmg Projects for Large Cutter and Hopper Dredges. (May 2000) 
Francesco John Belesimo, B. S. , Texas A&M University 
Chair of Advisory Committee: Dr. Robert E. Randall 
Estimating the cost of a dredging project is the most important part of a project's 
life cycle. A precise account of the costs associated with performmg dredgmg work 
begms with the production estimate and ends with the cost estimate. The production 
estimate is based on a clear understanding of some fundamental laws governing hydraulic 
transport including variations of the Bernoulli Equation. Newer theories concerning 
fiiction loss m a pipelme aid m the development of the production estimate phase of the 
program Practical experience aids in the transition from production estimate to cost 
estimate. 
This thesis reviews the process of creatmg a program that for the first time 
provides users not associated with the government or dredgmg companies a method to 
determine the cost of a dredging project employing a hopper dredge. The program 
consists of two Microsoft Excel spreadsheets and provides a means to estimate either 
large cutter (27" and larger) or hopper dredge projects. The program allows for a high 
degree of customization to account for either a particular dredge or project. In a series of 
comparisons, the program output had an average difFerence of 17. 39o between the 
estimated price and the price awarded to the winning bidder. For the same projects the 
government estimate varied an average of 16. 2 /0. Using the accuracy of the government 
estimate as a measure of accomplishment, the program can be considered a success. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Between the years of 1995 and 1999'the United States spent an average of 514 
million dollars per year on federal navigation and shore protection dredging projects 
(USACE, 2000), This Iigure is representative of contracts completed by independent 
contractors. An average of over 200 million cubic yards of material per year was 
removed during channel maintenance and deep enmg, harbor maintenance and 
deepening, and beach renourishment. Independent dredging contractors bid on all of the 
work contracted by the federal government though a sealed biddmg process. In order for 
contractors to win a sealed bid they must be deemed the lowest responsible bidder for a 
particular project. The objective of the contractor ls to bid the project yccording to a cost 
estimate and a desired proln margin. The pro6t margin for a given project is a matter 
for each individual contractor to decide batt an understanding of the actual costs of a 
project is a matter that is of concern industry wide. 
A cost estimate is based on an understanding of site conditions, planned 
etltnpment usage, and contract coasiderations. Every dredgmg contractor in the U. S. 
relies oa accurate cost estiantting in order to sustain busmess tin'ough tbe procurement of 
dredging contracts, The estimate of the costs that will be incurred to complete a 
particular dredging project is the most important part of a bid. Contractors rely on their 
estimating departments to calculate the expected costs of desired projects, and in turn, 
The citations on the followmg pages follow the style and format of the Journal of 
Dredging Eagmeering. 
estimating departments rely on experience and proprietary estimatmg programs. There 
are several programs designed to estimate the cost of cutter suction dredges. This report 
outlines the creation of a new program that estimates the cost of cutter-suction and 
hopper dredge projects. 
Objective 
The objective of this thesis is to explain the reasoning behmd and the steps 
involved in creating a comprehensive program to estimate the costs of dredging projects 
for cutter and hopper dredges. The results of the program are tested by comparmg the 
output of the program to the winning bid price and the government estimate for 10 
dredging projects that have been awarded between 1998 and early 2000. The program is 
based on a number of worksheets created m a Microsofi Excel spreadsheet. There are 
separate spreadsheets for both cutter and hopper dredges with hyperlmks that connect 
the sheets to an opening page. The utility of the program is enhanced by virtue of the 
fact that users with a basic understandmg of Excel can tailor the sheets to reflect a 
specific dredge and project location. 
CUTTER AND HOPPER DREDGES 
Almost seventy five percent of dredging contracts m the U. S. are performed by either 
cutter or hopper dredges. Cutter dredges mechanically agitate material from the seafioor and 
transport a slurry of seawater and sediment to either a confine'd disposal area, an open water 
disposal area, or on shore to be used as beach filL Hopper dredges drag devices on the 
seafioor that "scrape" sediment &om the seafioor and pump the material to an on-board hopper 
for storage. The hopper dredge then sails to either an offshore disposal site to dispose of the 
material or pumps out the mateiial though a pipeline to a shore placement area. The foIowing 
siutions describe cutter and hopper dredges m more detaiL 
Cutter Dredges 
The cutter dredge niarket m the U. S. accounted for 58~/o of the material removed aud 
47'/o of the total dollars spent on dredging projects during the period between 1995 and 1999 
(USACE, 2000). Cutter dredges were used for channel 'and barbet mamtenance and 
deepening and for beach renourishment. There were over 500 contracts p~ by cutter 
dredges for the U. S. Army Corps of Engineers durmg the period (USACE, 2000). A cutter 
dredge is most efFective m areas where the bank height of the required material is greater than 
the cutterhead diameter. ' With a high bank a cutter dredge can sustain productivity rates near 
the maxhnum for extended periods of time. Cutter dredges are suited to dredgitq; m areas with 
materials that include silt, clay (soil to medium stifFf, sand, gravel, and loose rock. Figures 1 
and 2 fitustrate a schematic 'diagram and a' photograph of a cutter dredge respectively. 
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The underwater portion of a cutter dredge is comprised of a ladder that supports 
the cutter and in some cases an underwater pump. The ladder is supported by means of 
trunions mounted on the deck of the dredge and is lowered and raised using a winch and 
a multi-part block. The cutter is lowered to the seafioor and rotates in order to cut and 
loosen the material in the vicinity of the sucrion mouth. The cutter can be driven either 
by electric motors or hydraulic motors. In many cases, cutter dredges utilize an 
underwater pump mounted on the ladder as close to the suction mouth as possible. The 
use of an underwater pump decreases the likelihood of cavitation m the dredge system 
and increases the maximum production of a dredge by aHowing the transport of higher 
concentrations of slurry. The underwater pump can also be driven by either an electric 
motor or hydraulic motor. The material is drawn mto the suction mouth and is 
transported though the suction pipe to the underwater pump. The material passes 
through the centrifugal pump and energy is imparted to the fluid causmg a rise in 
pressure on the discharge side of the pump. The slurry moves up the ladder to the main 
dredge pump(s). The main dredge pump(s) are driven by diesel engines or m the case of 
electric dredges by electric motors. The main pump(s) add more energy to the system by 
increasing the pressure on the discharge side of the pump. Atter passing through the 
main pump(s) the material is transported through a floating or submerged pipeline to the 
disposal area. 
The cutterhead is continuaHy moved Irom side to side of the dredging area 
through the use of swing winches. There are two swmg winches on a cutter dredge 
located on either side of the ladder. The winches alternately haul-in or pay-out wire to 
swing the dredge. As seen in Figure 3, swing wires originate at winches and travel down 
the ladder, though swing sheaves, and out to swmg anchors located away and in font of 
the bow. The swmg anchors are moved forward as the dredge moves forward into the 
project area. Spuds are used to advance'the dredge forward into the cut and to provide a 
pivot point at the stern around which the dredge rotates. Spuds can be used for projects 
in mland and protected waters. Using spuds in severe or even modest wave climates can 
cause bentfing, damage, or possible breakage of spuds. On a dredge that utilizes a 
carriage spud, the carriage is advanced aft m its tracks in order to move the dredge 
forward. At the end of a full carriage set the holding spud is dropped in order to hold the 
dredge in a fixed position as the carriage spud is raised and the carriage is reset. When 
the carriage is reset the carriage spud is dropped and the holding spud is raised. Using 
this teclmique the dredge is moved forward into the bank m order to pmtinually position 
the cutterhead in the path of material that is to be removed. 
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Firgure 3. l'osition of Swmg and Christmas Tree Wires and Anchors 
Fixed spud dredges have two fixed spuds located at the stern of the dredge at 
both quarters. A fixed spud dredge is advanced by alternately dropping and raising the 
spuds while on different sides of tbe cut. By this means the dredge "walks" forward into 
the cut as illustrated in Figure 4. Another form of fixing the stern of the dredge and 
advancmg is though the use of a christmas tree as shown in Figure 3 . This arrangement 
is used in unprotected or offshore environments. It allows the dredge to respond to the 
seas without the possible loss of a spud. A christmas tree is a device located at the stern 
of a dredge that allows three wire ropes to pass &om the deck, down to the water, and 
out to the anchors. This is achieved by having two sets of three sheaves, one set at the 
top and one set at the bottom. Wire ropes Irom three winches pass through the top set of 
sheaves, down the middle of the tree, through the lower set of sheaves and then to three 
separate anchors. The anchors are positioned to the stern (stern anchor), off the port 
quarter (port quarter anchor), and off the starboard quarter (starboard quarter anchor). 
This three pomt mooring allows the stern to be fixed about the christmas tree. The 
dredge advances by paying out wire on the stern winch and haulmg in wire on the 
winches that lead to the quarter anchors. Constant tension is kept on the wires to prevent 
transient shock forces causmg damage to the dredge. These shock forces are caused by 
slack in the wires being suddenly hauled in by the wmches or by passing waves. If the 
movement of the dredge causes tension m the wires that approaches the tension settmgs, 
then the winches automatically pay-out small amounts of wire and then haul-in to re- 
tension afier the wave has passed. 
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Figure 4. Cutter Dredge Carriage and Fixed Spud Configurations 
Hopper Dredges 
The hopper dredge market accounted for 20/o of the material removed and 21% 
of the total dollars spent on dredgmg projects during the period between 1995 and 1999 
(USACE, 2000). Hopper dredges were used for channel and harbor mamtenance and 
deepenmg and for beach renourisbment. A hopper dredge is essentially a ship that stores 
dredged material in an onboard hopper that it removes from the sea floor by dragging a 
mechanism called a draghead to scrape the material and draw it into a suction inlet. 
These dredges are most effective in areas where there is a minimal bank height and the 
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The dredging process begins when the draghead passes over the seafioor and 
scrapes material up towards the suction mouth located inside the draghead. The material 
then passes through the suction pipe to the underwater pump located on the drag arm 
The underwater pump is driven by either an electric motor or hydraulic motor. The 
underwater pump adds energy to the system by raising the pressure on the discharge side 
of the pump. The material then passes through a pipelme in the dragarm to the hull. The 
pipefme passes though the ships hull and to a mam pump located in the pump room 
This pump increases the pressure on the discharge side and sends the slurry through the 
discharge pipeline and mto the hopper. The hopper can have a capacity of &om 400 
cubic meters to over 23, 000 cubic meters (500 to 30, 000 cubic yards). Most hopper 
dredges m the U. S. and around the world range &om 750 to 7, 600 cubic meters (1, 000 to 
10, 000 cubic yards) of hopper capacity. There are "Jumbo-Dredges" owned by 
European dredging companies that have hopper capacities of over 25, 000 cubic meters 
(32, 700 cubic yards). 
While material is pumped into the hopper, excess water is discharged overboard 
except in the case of silt, mud, or when the specifications of a project dictate zero 
overfiow. In the case of silt or mud slurries, the sediment m the mixture settles out of 
suspension very slowly. This means that the slurry in the hopper is approximately 
uniform in concentration and that any further flow mto the hopper wiII result m a 
discharge containmg approximately the same volume of dredged material. Under these 
circumstances, when the hopper is full, the dredge pumps are shut down, the drag arms 
are raised, and the dredge sails to the disposal area. The settling time for sand is much 
less than that of silt or mud and consequently excess water discharged Irom the hopper 
will contam substanfially less material than the inflow slurry. In this case the excess 
water is discharged until the hopper is full or the maximum allowable draft is achieved. 
Since clay has a tendency to baH-up, the same procedure is followed to fill the hopper as 
with sand. 
When the hopper is filled to the desired capacity, the dredge sails to either an 
ofFshore disposal area or a pump-out station. At the ofFshore disposal area the dredge 
discharges the material in the hopper by opening large doors located at the bottom of the 
hopper. The material m the hopper drops though the doors and falls to the seafloor. 
When materials such as clay are dredged, water jets are sprayed inside the hopper durmg 
discharge to aid m the removal of sediment. Another type of disposal system used on 
hopper dredges is the split hull hopper. Instead of having bottom doors the dredge splits 
down the centerlme in order to drop material out of the hopper. The split hull hopper 
uses large hydraulic rams located fore and aft to open the hopper. If a pump-out station 
is used, the dredge connects to a shore 1me and pumps a mixture of seawater and the 
contents of its hopper through the main dredge pump(s). 
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FUNDANIF, NTALS OF HYDRAULIC TRANSPORT 
Centrifugal pumps mtroduce energy into a hydraulic transport system by 
increasing the velocity of the slurry inside the pump shell. Accordmg to continuity, the 
volume of an mcompressible fluid mto a centrifugal pump must be equal to the volume 
exiting the pump. Therefore as the fluid flows out of the pump into a pipeline of equal 
diameter as the inlet pipeline the discharge velocity must approach the mlet velocity. 
According to Betnoulli's Law, as the velocity decreases while the elevation and cross 
section remam the same, the pressure must increase. In this fashion the pressure or head 
of the system is increased. The units of pressure are newtons per meter squared (or psi) 
and the units of head are m-N/N or meters (or It-Ib/Ib = feet). The output of a centrifugal 
pump is known as the pump head (H ) and is the ditference between the head at the 
suction side (H, ) and the discharge side (H»). 
H =H» -H, 
P„V»' H = — + +z 
zg (z) 
P, V, ' H, = — *+ '+z, 
r zg 
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where 7 is the speciflc weight of the transported Quid, Pa and P, are the discharge side 
and suction side pressures respectively, Va and V. are the discharge side and suction side 
average velocities, g is the acceleration due to gravity, and ~ and z, are the discharge 
side and suction side elevations measured relative to the centerlme of the pump. The 
combination of Equations 2 and 3 yields the Bernoulli equation. The energy equation is 
a mo~ed version of Bernoulli's equation that includes the pump head, the loss 
attributed to &iction in the pipelme, and minor losses 
P, V, ' P V' 
— '+ ' +z +H = — + +z, +Hr+H 
y 2g 
(4) 
where llr are the losses due to fiiction and H are minor losses. 
Friction loss m a dredge system is caused by interaction between the fluid and 
the walls of the pipeline that are not completely smooth. The &iction loss in a hydraulic 
transport system can be calculated for horizontal flow using the Wilson et ah(1997) 
equation. Friction loss using the Wilson equation is explained later in the thesis. Minor 
losses are incurred at turns in the pipeline, valves, ball joints, fanged connections, 
nozzles, at the sucflon mouth, and at the discharge. Mmor losses are determmed using 
the following relationship called the minor loss equation (Herbich, 1992) 
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where K is a coe15cient that represents particular causes of minor loss in a transport 
system ln practice, all of these K values are summed and utilized as an equivalent K 
value for use m the mmor loss equation. Table 1 lists some values for items common to 
dredge systems. 
Table 1. Minor Loss Coe%cients (Randall, 1999) 
Pi e S stem Component 
Suction Entrance 
Plain End Suction 
Rounded Suction 
Oval 
Elbows 
Lon Radius 90 Degree (fianged) 
Lon Radius 45 De ree (tlanged) 
Re ular 90 Degree (flanged) 
Stern Swivel 
Ball Joints 
Straight 
Full cocked (17 Degree) 
End Section 
Minor Loss Coet5cient - K 
1. 0 
0. 1 
1. 0 
0. 2 
0. 2 
0. 3 
1. 0 
0. 1 
0. 9 
1. 0 
An assumption made when calculating the &iction loss is that the flow is 
horizontaL ln most dredging applications horizontal flow is common. When the flow of 
the slurry encounters a positive or negative mclme there is a change in the friction loss. 
The change in &iction loss is calculated using the followmg equation developed by 
Wilson et al (1997) 
Ai(0) = hi(0)costi+(S, — 1)Cr sin 8 (6) 
where i is the head loss in meters (feet) of water per meter (foot) of pipe for water, i is the 
head loss in meters {ket) of water per meter {foot) of pipe for the mbuure, Cv is the 
coaceatrafion by volume, S, is the specific gravity of the solids, aad 6 is the Eagle of 
inclmation measured to the horizontal The result of this equation allows for the fiiction loss 
on an incfine to be cakulated for the mclined segment of the pipe. The length of horizontal 
pipe aad its correspondmg fiiction loss is added to the fiiction loss incurred through the 
inclined portion of the pipebae and results m the total loss due to fiiction m the pipelme. 
Flow of slurry in a pipeliae varies according to the composition of the solids m the 
shury and the transport velocity. Figure 7 represents this relationship. 
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Figure 7. Flow Regimes (TID, 1999) 
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The first area in the chart shows that very small grain size materials are transported in 
homogeneous non-newtonian suspensions. The materials in this range have very slow or 
no settling velocities. The materials that fall into this range are low plasticity clays and 
silt. This type of flow has an even distribution of particles throughout the cross section 
of flow. The second area represents homogeneous suspension. In this type of flow the 
material particles travel at the same velocity as the carrier fluid. There is little or no 
change in the concentration of solids across the flow cross section. Materials that can 
fall into this range are silt, low plasticity clay, and when in low enough concentrations 
medium to high plasticity clays. The third area in the graph represents heterogeneous 
flow with no deposits. In heterogeneous flow all of the particles remain in suspension 
but there is a difFerence in concentration across the section &om top to bottom with the 
concentration of solids at the bottom of the flow greater than at the top. The fourth 
region of the graph shows heterogeneous flow with heavier particles settling to the 
bottom but continuing to move along the pipe. The materials that move along the 
bottom of the pipelme are known as a bed load. The velocity of the grains is less than 
the velocity of the carrier fluid and the concentration by transport is smaller that the 
concentration by volume. In this area, pipelme resistance is minimized and for most 
hydraulic transport situations this is commonly the design velocity (TID, 1999). The 
fitth flow regime repress flow with a stationary bed. In this case, the bed load no 
longer moves in the direction of flow but remains stationary. In this flow regime, the 
possibiTity of "pluggmg" or cloggmg the pipeline exists and should be avoided. 
17 
Review of Past Work 
Work in estimatmg the cost of cutter and hopper dredge projects takes place 
every day in the offices of dredging companies around the world. The details of their 
work are not available outside of the company, and rightly so, for contracts are awarded 
in the U. S. on the basis of lowest bid. Fortunately there has been a substantial amount of 
research conducted at higher learnmg mstitutions around the world that can be utihzed in 
order to create a viable method for estimating the cost ofhydraulic dredgmg projects. 
There has been extensive research in the area of estimating production of a 
hydraulic transport system employing centrifugal pumps. Research by Wilson et al. 
(1997) into the &iction loss resultmg &om the transport of slurries produced an accurate 
equation to calculate &iction loss in horizontal and inclined pipelines. In a paper by Van 
Den Berg et al. (1999), the results of Wilson's equation are compared to the results of 
four commonly used &iction loss equations. For slurry specific gravities of 1. 15 - 1. 75 
the Wilson equation was matched by only Jufin lk Lopatin in accuracy. The data show 
that the Wilson equation like the Jufin k Lopatin equation produce results with 
accuracies that fall between +15/a of field data. 
The paper by Van Den Berg et al. (1999) describes the efFects of solids in a 
transport system as determined through field testing on hoard the hopper dredge "Pearl 
River". In the paper it is concluded that m large diameter (greater than 750mm or 30" 
inside diameter) systems the effects of solids concentration on head and efficiency are 
negligible up to a concentration by volume of 48'/o. This is greater than the previously 
18 
regarded concentration value of 25'/0 by Wilson et al. (1997) who used smaller pumps 
and pipelmes m developing the Wilson equation. 
In addition there are over 40 other equations by a variety of engineers around the 
world to describe friction loss. A list of commonly used equations along with their 
developers and ranges of applicabiTity is located in the Appendix (Table A-23). 
The production estimate is developed using an equation to calculate the Biction 
loss in the pipeline and consequently the required horsepower. This leads to the 
development of a cost estimate. The area of cost estimating has been approached by 
Bray et al (1997). Their work provides a detailed analysis of the components of a cost 
estimate, and it was a useful reference when developmg the cost estimating portion of 
the spreadsheets described in this thesis. 
Henshaw et al. (1999) outlmed a unique method of cost estimating. The authors 
gathered data on the cost and magnitude of 18 dredging projects performed on the Great 
Lakes. The data were sorted according to project volume, and mobiTization and 
demobilization costs. By removing the mobilization and demobdization costs the cost 
per cubic yard of removed material was plotted and an algorithm was developed to 
estimate the cost based on the required volume of the project. This method produced 
accurate cost estimate results for projects on the Great Lakes. 
Miertschin and Randall (1998) describe a method of estimating the cost of cutter 
dredge projects. They utihzed non-dimensional pump curves in order to cover a wide 
range of dredge sizes. The paper shows that their method of estimating production 
correlated well with the Army Corps of Engineers "Cutpro" software (Scott, 1997). 
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Comparisons of the program output versus the actual costs of fow projects for the Texas 
Gulf Intracostal Waterway showed an average di6erence of forty seven percent. 
The U. S. Army Corps of Engmeers (1997) present a set of engmeering 
instructions that describe the preparation of dredge cost estimates. These instructions 
outlme the government's approach to cost estimating but do not include mformation on 
production estimates or assigning cost to individual items. 
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PRODUCTION ESTIMATES FOR CUTTER AND HOPPER DREDGES 
Production estimates for both cutter and hopper dredges can be determined for a 
dredging project if the character of the material and disposal distance remains fairly 
constant. If there are significant changes in the character of required material or the 
disposal distance, the production estimating portion of the program can be used to 
determine productions on a reach-by-reach basis. The productions for each reach can be 
combined using a weighted average and entered as the final production estimate. 
Cutter Dredge Production 
The production rate for cutter dredges is based on the maximum production rate 
possible for a given equipment configuration. This production rate is then adjusted to 
reflect the level of expected on-site production. The production rate is limited by the 
efficiency of the dredge cycle, bank height considerations, advance limitations, and 
swing limitations. The first step m calculatmg the production is calculating the terminal 
velocity of a grain representative of the required material. 
Using mformation about the median grain size and specific gravity &om the data 
input portion of the program, the terminal velocity of a gram in the dredged material 
slurry is calculated using a relationship developed by Schiller (1992) 
Vi = 134. 14*(Cko — 0. 039) (g) 
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where V~ is the terminal velocity in mm/s, and d5c is the median grain size in mm. 
Schiller's terminal velocity was chosen because of its ease of use and accuracy. A gram 
achieves terminal velocity when the drag forces on the grain are in equilibrium with the 
gravitational forces on the grain and the acceleration of the gram is zero. For grain sizes 
smaller than medium-grained sand, as the terminal velocity increases (larger grain size), 
the velocity in the pipelme must also mcrease m order to prevent the grain &om faHmg 
out of suspension. Conversely, as the terminal velocity decreases (smaller grain size), 
the velocity in tbe pj&ehne can be safely reduced without deposition of material m the 
pipeline. 
The &iction factor is determmed usmg an equation developed by Swamee and 
Jain (1976). The equation expresses the &iction factor &om the Moody chart originally 
developed m 1944 (Moody, 1944). The Swamee and Jam expression (Equation 10) is an 
explicit expression and is similar to the indeterminate Colebrook-White expression 
(Equation 9) for the &iction factor. 
R Jf &, 71D (9) 
0. 25 (10) 
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where f is the dimensionless &iction factor, s is the pipe roughness, D is the pipe 
diameter, and R is the Reynolds number for the flow. When the mner wall of the 
pipeline becomes polished afier dredging begms s approaches zero and the &iction 
fitctor becomes dependent on the Reynolds number only. When the termmal velocity 
and the fiiction factor are determined, the fiiction loss in the pipeline is calculated using 
Equation 11. 
Equation 11 is used to determine the &iction loss in the pipefine because of its 
accuracy. Confirmed by Van Den Berg et al. (1999) the results of Equation 11 compare 
well with field data, and it was chosen over other equations in order to achieve the 
highest degree of accuracy m calculating dredge production. The &iction loss in the 
discharge and suction hoes is calculated using Equations 8, 10, and 11 
f V' 
i = +0. 22(SG. 1)V~o CvV 
2gD 
V)o = w — cosh (12) 
1 
w = 0. 9V, + 2. 
where i is the &iction loss in terms of meters of water per meter of pipe (also feet of 
water per foot of pipe), f is the &iction factor, V is the fiuid velocity m meters (feet) per 
second, g is the gravitational constant in meters (feet) per second squared, D is the inside 
diameter of the pipe in meters (feet), SG, is the specific gravity of the solids, M is a 
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function of the grain size distribution and is normally equal to 1. 7, p, is the dynamic 
viscosity of the carrier Quid, and p, and pr are the density of the solids and carrier Quid 
respectively. The minor losses in the system are calculated usmg Equation 5. The 
fiction losses are combmed with minor losses in the system in order to calculate the 
total system head loss. 
Critical velocity is the velocity at which mdividual grains begin to faH out of 
suspension and create deposits in the pipeline. The critical velocity is the minimum 
velocity at which tbe system should operate. The followmg expression (Wilson et al. , 
1997) is used to determme the critical velocity. 
&s -s & '" 
8. 8 ' ' r D "d"' 
0. 66 V— a' +0. 11O" 50 (14) 
where V, is the critical velocity in meters per second, lt, is a dimensionless coefficient 
that varies &om 0. 4 - 0. 55, D is the inside diameter of the pipeline in meters, dss is the 
median grain size in millimeters, S, is the specific gravity of the solids, and gr is the 
specific gravity of the carrier Quid. 
The total head curve is determined using data input &om the pump selection 
portion of the spreadsheet. This information is used to create a total head curve &om the 
pump information selected. The head curves for each pump are added together in order 
to create a curve representative of all of the pumps used. Figure 8 shows the 
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combination of the system loss curve, the total head curve, and the critical velocity. On 
the plot the critical velocity has been converted to a flowrate in gallons per minute using 
the diameter of the discharge pipe. The intersection of the system loss and the system 
head curves occurs at 47, 300 gallons per minute (GPM) or 2. 98 cubic meters per second. 
The critical ilowrate occurs at 31, 200 GPM (1. 97 m /s) so the system can operate safely 
at 47, 300 GPM (2 98 m/s). The intersection of the curves denotes the maximum 
production capabITities of the system at maximum horsepower output and the pump 
speed that corresponds to the maximum horsepower. 
Flowrate vs. Head 
1, 600 
— System Loss Curve Inctadma Wdson Friction Loss, Mmor, and Elevation Ltnses 
Total Head Cmve 
a 1 200 
I 
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ptoaerntn (GpM) 
Figure 8. Plot of System Loss and Total Head Curves 
The system can operate at any point m the region bounded by the critical flowrate, the 
lriction loss curve, and the system head curve assuming that cavitation does not occur. 
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If the estimator desires a lower fiowrate, a fiowrate m this region can be used or the 
specific gravity of the slurry can be increased. An increase in slurry specific gravity 
shifis the critical fiowrate line to the right, raises the fiiction loss curve, and m effect 
lowers the operatmg fiowrate. As a consequence of raising the slurry specific gravity the 
area in which the dredge can operate m is reduced. If cavitation occurs at this flowrate 
either the siuny velocity or specific gravity must be reduced. 
Cavitation is the formation and collapse of low pressure regions m the pipeline or 
inside the pump. The occurrence of cavitation can cause damage to the dredge plant or 
pipeline. It is caused when the pressure in the pipeline or pump is lowered to a level 
equal to the vapor pressure of the carrier fluid. When the pressure reaches the vapor 
pressure regions of vapor form in the dredge slurry. When these regions collapse severe 
damage to the pipeline walls, pump shell, or impeller may occur. Net positive suction 
head (NPSH) is the head available to the pump above the vapor pressure (Herbich, 
1992). 
If the required net positive suction head PPSH) is greater than the available 
NPSH cavitation occurs. The required NPSH is taken &om the pump curve for the first 
pump in the system The required NPSH is a function of flowrate and impeller speed. 
As the flowrate and impeller speed increase so does the required NPSM The available 
NPSH is determmed using an equation that is a result of the manipulation of the 
Bernoulli equation, 
P. P„d Available ASH = — " + — zg 
r. r. 
(15) 
where P, is atmospheric pressure. 7 is tbe specific weight of the slurry, P is the vapor 
pressure of the carrier Quid, d is the digging depth, S is the specific gravity of the 
dredge slurry, zz is the diggmg depth minus the pump depth measured at the centerhne, 
and h~ is the head loss on the suction side of the pump. The head loss on the suction side 
of the pump is determined by adding the suction side minor losses to the suction side 
fiiction losses. 
When the system is configured such that the intersection of the system loss curve 
aud the total head curves occurs at a flowrate greater than the critical flowrate and no 
cavitation occurs, the production is calculated. The flowrate taken from the plot 
coincides with the maximum production rate the system can support. This flowrate 
along with the concentration is used in the following equation to compute the production 
rate 
P = Q*AC~ *0. 297 
where P is the production rate in cubic yards per hour, Q is the flowrate in GPM, ACv is 
the average concentration by volume of solids, and 0. 297 is a conversion factor. 
However, this production rate must be adjusted in order to more closely refiect rates that 
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can be attained on site. The production rate is adjusted downward for the following 
reasons. 
In most cases cutter dredges are unable to constantly keep the cutterhead m a 
location that will make suflicient material available to sustain the maximum production 
rate. During these times, the concentration of solids in the slurry decreases lowermg the 
production. In order to adjust the production rate for losses due to swinging and 
advancing, a dredge cycle efficiency is multiplied agamst the maxinnun production rate. 
Typical values for the dredge cycle efficiency can range from 75-80/o for carriage spud 
configurations, 50-60'/o for fixed spuds, and 70-80/o when a christmas tree is used. 
These values can be used as a guideline for selecting the cycle efficiency but there is no 
substitution for actual field data regardmg cycle eIIIciency. 
The production rate is used in conjunction with the daily running time of the 
equipment to calculate the daily production rate. The daily run time is sum of the down 
time delays subtracted &om the total number of hours m the daily work cycle (24 except 
for the beginnmg and end of a project). Common delays encountered by cutter dredges 
are shifiing anchors, addmg/removing pipeline, advancing/resetting the canis ge, 
cleaning trash &om the pumps, repairs, traIIIc, and weather delays. The expected delays 
are entered by the user and are used to develop the daily run time. The calculation of the 
daily production rate (1150 to 270G m/hr, 150G to 3500 yd'/hr) concludes the 
production rate estimate for the cutter dredge. 
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Hopper Dredge Production 
Minor losses and the losses due to &iction are calculated for hopper dredges in 
the same fashion as for cutter dredges. Production calculations are difFerent for hopper 
dredges than for cutter dredges &om the production rate forward. When the production 
rate for the hopper dredge is calculated the character of the material is considered when 
estimating the amount of time it takes to fill the hopper to capacity. If the material is silt 
or mud, or the contract specifies zero overflow, the time to Sl the hopper is calculated 
by dividing the volumetric fiowrate by the hopper capacity. The reason for not 
overfiowing the hopper when pumping silt or nmd was previously discussed. If the 
character of the material is sand, gravel, or clay, a difFerent approach is taken when 
calculating the time to fill the hopper. Once the hopper is initially Sled, excess water 
may overfiow allowing an additional amount of slurry mto the hopper. The hopper is 
continually filled until the maximum load is attained. The time to fill the hopper also 
depends on the turning time at the dredging site. When the hopper dredge moves along 
the entire length of the project it must turn around m order to continue dredging or travel 
to the disposal area. Time is also expended turning at the disposal site. The turning time 
at the disposal site and the dredging area is determined by the user and entered into the 
program The sail time is the time it takes for the dredge to travel to the disposal site 
after the last amount of material has been deposited m the hopper. This time is 
calculated using the average distance to the disposal area divided by the sailing speed of 
the dredge. The time to fill the hopper, turnmg time, and saiTing time are used in order 
to find the number of dredging cycles per day the hopper dredge can perform. When the 
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number of cycles per day is multiplied with the average load in the hopper, the daily 
production rate is known. The average load in the hopper is determined based on the 
type of material pumped into the hopper. If the material is silt or mud the volume of 
material in the hopper for each cycle is determined by multiplying the total capacity of 
the hopper by the average concentration of the slurry. If the material is not silt or mud, 
the volume of material in the hopper for each cycle is determined by multiplymg the 
capacity of the hopper by a factor determined by the user (85'/o is a common value). 
This factor is based on the fact that if material with high specific gravity is bemg 
removed, the dredge may reach its maximum allowable drafi before the hopper is 
completely full. The daily production of the hopper dredge is determined by multiplymg 
the number of dredgmg cycles per day by the volume per cycle. 
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DEVELOPMENT OF THE COST ESTIMATE 
The development of a cost estimate is based on the production capabiTities of 
either a cutter or hopper dredge. The hourly production rate for cutter dredges and the 
cycle capacity for hopper dredges is the basis for the daily production capabiTity. The 
required volume for a particular project is adjusted by an overdredging factor to reflect 
the gross volume that is to be removed to complete the project. The gross volume 
estimate is divided by the daily production rate m order to describe the total number of 
days for completion of the project. For the cutter dredge the daily production rate is the 
hourly production times the estimated daily run time. The daily production rate for a 
hopper dredge is the cycle volume times the number of cycles per day. Lost time for 
hopper dredges is summed and added to the total number of days to complete the job. 
Lost hours are included in the cutter project duration. When the length of time to 
complete the job in days is known the cost of the job begins to take form The total cost 
is comprised of fuel and lubricant, repair and maintenance, pipeline wear, capital 
depreciation, insurance, labor, equipment rental, mobilization and demobiTization, 
special items, and bonding costs. 
Fuel and Lubricants 
The cost of fuel can approach 30'/0 of the total cost of a dredging project. Fuel 
usage is directly tied to the pipelme length of the job for cutter dredges and the sailing 
distance for hopper dredges. Fuel costs cover all of the costs associated with the dredge 
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engines, house power on the dredge (hghtmg, outlets, etc. ), attendant plant fuel, and 
lubricants associated with their use. The daily usage of fuel for house power and 
attendant plant are entered directly in gaHons and multiplied by the cost per gallon for 
the fuel. The dredge engine fuel costs are calculated on a cost per unit horsepower per 
hour of use basis. According to Bray et al. (1997) a reasonable assumption for fuel 
usage is 0. 05 gallons per horsepower per hour. The total horsepower for the installed 
dredge engmes is taken &om the pump selection sheet in the program and multiplied by 
the production hours for the cutter dredge. For hopper dredges the horsepower is 
multiplied by the dredge time per cycle times the cycles per day times the production 
days. For both cutter and hopper dredges the number of horsepower-hours is multiplied 
by the fuel usage value. Additionally the fuel used for the propulsion plant for hopper 
dredges is included. The daily fuel usage for the propulsion engines is listed as a 
variable for the user to enter. The fuel usage per horsepower per hour is fully adjustable 
to reflect variances m fuel costs. Lubricant costs are assumed to cost ten percent of the 
fuel costs (Bray et al. , 1997) 
Repairs and Maintenance 
The cost of repairs and maintenance generally accounts for 20'/o of the total job 
costs. Regular maintenance mcludes painting, cleanmg, oiTing and greasing, and routine 
upkeep of the dredge plant. Repair costs cover the costs associated with replacing worn 
or damaged equipment on the dredge. According to Bray et al. (1997) the costs 
associated with repair and maintenance can be approximated by multiplying the capital 
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cost of the dredge plant by 0. 00044 for cutter dredges and 0. 00041 for hopper dredges. 
The capital cost of a cutter dredge can be approximated by multiplying the pipeline 
diameter (in miHimeters) by 26, 500 and subtracting $9, 000, 000 (if using mches multiply 
by 673, 100 and subtract $9 million). The capital cost of a hopper dredge can be 
approximated by multiplying the hopper capacity (in metric tons) by 2, 500 and adding 
$5, 000, 000 (if using short tons multiply by 5, 512. 5 and subtract $5 million). 
Pipeline Wear 
Wear is a natural consequence of transportmg a slurry though a pipeHne. The 
cost of wear is associated to the loss of waH thickness due to slurry transport. Because 
of wear, the pipeHne cost must be depreciated over its useful life. The units for wear are 
commonly expressed as miHimeters (mches) of wear per million cubic yards (meters) 
pumped. A common vahte for maintenance work is 0. 8 mm (0. 03 inches) per million 
cubic yards dredged. In order to attach a cost to pipeHne wear the user enters the cost of 
new pipe per foot and the available waH thickness. The available wall thickness is 
generagy 6 miHimeters (0. 23 inches) for schedule 20 pipe. The relationship between 
slurry transport and pipeline wear costs is as follows, 
ct d *~ed II = pip Ih st (17) 
available waH thickness unit length of pipe 
By dividing tbe expected wear by the available wall thickness and multiplymg by the 
cost per foot times the length of pipe used, a pipeline wear cost is developed. 
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Depreciation 
The dredge plant is depreciated on the basis of straight lme depreciation over a 
period specified by the user. The depreciation realized durmg the project is based on the 
expected yearly occupancy time for the dredge and not on 365 days. The depreciation is 
calculated by dividing the capital cost of the dredge by the multiplication of the 
depreciation period by the expected days of occupancy per year. This figure is then 
multiphed by the days on the job for the dredge and results m the total cost of 
depreciation for the project duration. 
Insurance 
Insurance costs are entered by the user as a cost per year for the dredge and 
attendant plant. This cost is divided by the expected occupancy for the dredge and 
multiplied by the expected project duration. Typical values for msurance costs can vary 
&om 2/a - 4/o of the capital cost of the dredge depending on work and safety records. 
Labor 
Due to the highly variable cost of labor around the 'country, the labor costs are 
determined &om user input. There is a sheet for labor costs for both the cutter and 
hopper dredge spreadsheets. The sheet contams a breakdown of the most common 
positions that are required for a dredging project. The user can enter the daily rate and 
number of employees at each position. A &mge rate of 30/o is the default value m the 
spreadsheet to cover the employer social security contribution, and health care. Included 
in the labor sheet is the weekly cost for food for the dredge crew. 
Rentals 
In the dredging community, some equipment is best left to other companies to 
supply. These types of equipment mclude marsh buggies, bulldozers, and crew boats. 
Other common rental items are field office space, portable self-contained lighting units, 
barges, and tugboats. There is room to enter day rates for all of these items. The cost 
for earthmoving equipment and crewboats are entered as the cost of rental plus operators 
and fuel. 
Mobilization and Demobilization 
In the dredgmg industry mobilization and demobilization costs are a highly 
variable cost &om job to job. The cost to move equipment to a new location varies with 
distance, time of year, type of contract, and whether or not the route includes traveling 
on the open ocean. The issue is made more diKcult by the practice of rolling the 
demobilization costs into the mobilization cost of a subsequent contract. In light of the 
complexity of the issue, this cost is left to the user to enter based on knowledge gained in 
practice. There is an entry for the mobilization and demobilization costs in the mput 
portion of both the cutter and hopper programs. 
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Special Items 
Special items refer to extra costs as a result of contract specifications. In certain 
cases a contract may specify that the contractor provide the client with items such as an 
office, office equipment, dedicated transportation to and &om the dredge in the form of 
an extra crewboat, and in some cases ground transportation. In addition to items 
provided to the client the specifications may mandate certain environmental testing or 
remediation. Environmental costs that are commonly incurred durmg dredging projects 
include turbidity monitoring, sea turtle monitoring (for both cutter and hopper projects), 
whale monitoring, sea grass monitoring, and bird monitoring. These types of monitoring 
and testing can be quite costly and require the user to request cost estimates &om 
licensed and msured environmental monitormg or testing companies. 
Bonding 
Bonding is an assurance made to the client that the work will be completed. If a 
contractor defaults on the project, the value of the performance bond is guaranteed to the 
client. The total value of the performance bond must be equal to the total price bid on 
the project. Bonding costs usuaHy vary &om 1. 0'/0 to 1. 5/0 of the bid price. The 
bonding costs are associated with the contractors bond ratmg and project completion 
history. In the cutter and hopper programs the bondmg costs are entered as a percentage 
and are the final calculation leading to the total job cost. 
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Final Project Cost 
The final cost of the project is assembled using all of the previously listed items. 
The final cost is what the contractor expects to spend in order to complete the project. 
This cost does not refiect any profit that may be realized as a result of the project. The 
margin, or the income that the contractor wishes to achieve on the contract is based on 
many factors. These factors include the competitors equipment utilization, the 
contractors pending and current work, upcoming contracts, and the state of the dredgmg 
market at the time of the project. 
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USING THE COST ESTIMATING PROGRAM 
The cost estimating program is comprised of a set of Microsoft Excel 
spreadsheets. The sheets that control the cutter and hopper dredge estimates are 
connected via local hyperlinks to an opening page that allows the user to choose the type 
of dredge that will be used for a specific project. The lmks automatically adjust when 
the program is transferred &om the installation floppy disk to the users hard drive. The 
structure of both the cutter and hopper dredge cost estimating pages have been created to 
be similar in structure. Table 2 shows the navigation box &om the cost estimating 
spreadsheet for cutter dredges. 
Table 2. Structure of Cost Estimating Program 
DATA ENTRY 
Pump Selection 
Qatar Calculations 
Delay Enny 
Rentals 
Crew 
Cost S 
Cutter Dredge Cost Estimator 
Return to Opening Sheet 
Navigating through each of the spreadsheets is accomplished by clickmg on the 
name of the desired sheet in the navigation box. Links to the opening sheet exist only in 
the data entry sheets. To begin the cost estimating process the user begins at the data 
entry page. 
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Data Entry 
The data entry sheet for cutter dredges (Table 3) is where the user specifies the 
conditions of the project. For cutter dredges the user begins with ent'ermg the type of 
advancing mechanism the dredge will employs, whether it has a carriage spud, fixed 
spuds, or a christmas tree. Other questions particular to a cutter dredge such as average 
pipeline length, number of bafi jomts, and number of scope connections are listed in the 
sheet for the users attention. The data entry page for the hopper dredge program (Table 
4) is similar to the corresponding sheet in the cutter estimating program The hopper 
data entry sheet begins with an entry for the hopper capacity. Entries for the number of 
drag arms used, average sailing distance to the disposal area, and fuel usage for 
propulsion and house power are also listed for the user to define. After the data entry 
sheet is completed the user moves to the pump selection page. 
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Table 3. Data Entry Sheet for Cutter Dredge Program 
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'Caniage Spud (1 ), Fixed Spud (2), Cristmas Tree (3) 
Dredging Depth (ll) 
Depth of U/W Pump Centerline (lf U/W Pump not used eater 0) 
Elevation of First Pump if no U/W pump used (ft) 
15 Suction Pipe Length (tt) 
10000I 
10I 
Numb of 90 Degree Elbows 
Number of Swivel Elbows 
Average Length of Discharge PqMbae (tt) 
Elevation of Dischar e (ft) 
Would you like to eater Equivalent Loss (E) or a Breakdown of Minor Losses (B)? 
22 
50! 
Ball joints 
Unused Pumps (Used only if a pump is intentionally leg wered) 
Equivaleat System Loss (Eater only if a Breakdown is not used) 
30j 
0. 00015) 
04 
Suction Pipeline ID (qnches) 
Discharge Pipehue ID (laches) 
Roughaess of Pipelme(ll) (Commrm Value 0. 0001 5) 
d50 of materLd (mm) 
]. 3' 
2. 65 
a~050 
150 $0. 60 
Average S ' c Gravity of Sluny 
Speci)le Gravi of Sohds 
Fresh or ~ ("t", "s") 
Hourly Fuel usage per Utihzed H~ for Dredge Engmes (Gallons) 
Daily fud usage for House Power (Gallons) 
Cost per Gallon for Fuel (Dollars) 
~ Plant Fuel Usage (Gallons) $1, 364, 000 
310 I 
Required ~ Velum (yd 3) E~ Overdredgiag (Percent) 
Anraad Cost of Repairs aad Maintenance (Dollars) 
Yearly Dr e Udlization(Days) 
$10, 000, 000 Capital Cost of Dredge (DaHars) 
30 Detnecjation Period (Years) 
Mobihzanon aad Demobilizauon Costs (Dollars) $750, 000 $500, 000 ( 
1. 5 
Yearly Intsuraare Costs (Dollars) 
Bonding Rate {Percent) 
Special Contract Costs (Dollars) 
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Table 4. Data Entry Sheet for Hopper Dredge Program 
Input 
6000 
6. 5 
15 
42 
27 
15 
110 
10 
20 
30 
30 
0. 00015 
0. 065 
1. 6 
2. 65 
0. 050 
6, 000 $062 
210 
$1, 332, 500 
325 
1, 000, 000 
5. 0 
Description 
Hopper Capacity (yd~3) 
Enter I for material that will settle in the Hopper 2 for materials that will not 
Number of Drag Arms Used 
Sailing, Speed (Knots) 
verage Sailmg Distance to Disposal Area (Nautical Miles) 
Dredging Depth (Il) 
Depth of U/W Pump Centerline (If U/W Pump not used enter 0) 
Elevation of First Pump if no U/W pump used 
Suction Pipe Lrstgth (fi) 
Length of Discharge Pipeline (Il) 
Elevation of Discharge (fi) 
Suction Side Losses 
Discharge Side Losses 
Suction Pipehne ID (Inches) 
Discharge Pipehne ID (Inches) 
Roughness of Pipeline(fi) (Common Value . 00015) 
d50 of material (mm) 
Average Specific Gravity of Slurry 
Specific Gravity of Solids 
Fresh or Seawater ("P', "s") 
Hourly Fuel usage per Utilized Horsepower for Dredge Engmes (Gallons) 
Daily fuel usage for Propulsion and House Power (Gallons) 
Cost per Gallon for Fuel (Dollars) 
Attendant Plant Fuel Usage (Gallons) 
Annual Cost of Repairs and Maintenance (Dollais) 
Yearly Dredge Utilization (Days) 
Required Dredging Volume (yd~3) 
Expected Overdredging (Percent) 
$10, 000, 000 
30 
Capital Cost of Dredge (Dollars) 
Depreciation Period (Years) $300, 000 
$500, 000 
1. 5 
Moh' izatiim and Demobihzation Costs (Dollars) 
Yearly Insurance Costs (Dollars) 
Bonding Rate (Percent) (Common Value 1. 0-1. 5) 
Special Contract Costs (Dollars) 
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Pump Selection 
On the pump selection page the user completes a few lines pertaining to pump 
selection. The choices allow the user to enter the installed horsepower for an underwater 
pump and three main pumps. There are tables for both 30 inch and 27 inch dredges. For 
cutter dredges the three mam pumps could sqpkty two hull pumps and one booster 
pump. Table 5 illustrates the pump selection sheet. If the pumping system does not 
Table 5. Dredge Pump Configuration Selection Sheet 
Data Putry 
PUMP SELECf ION 
Cutter Csleulatiems 
Deny putty 
ttrsuals 
Crew 
¹ sum Chart 
U/W Pump 4 
lrrhiu Pump ¹1 6 
Msm Puap ¹2 6 
Mais Pump ¹3 0 
Mah 
¹3 Mais Pump ¹1 Pump ¹2 
2000 2 
2500 3 
1500 
3500 
10 
12 
14 
15 
10 
12 
13 
15 
10 
12 
13 
14 
15 
12 
13 
15 
contmn a booster, a second main pump, or an underwater pump, then zeros are entered in 
the appropriate areas to signify that the pump does not exist. If the user finds that the 
configuration for their application is not listed then a space for a custom entry is 
provided to enter the horsepower and head at given Qowrates. With the initial data entry 
and pump selection completed the user proceeds to the calculations section of the 
pro granL 
Cutter and Hopper Calculations 
All of the production calculations for the cutter and hopper sheets are performed 
on the calculations sheet. The information &om the data entry and pump selection pages 
are brought together to calculate the maximum fiowrate at a user specified slurry specific 
gravity. The user must view the loss plot (Figure 9) in order to determine where the 
operating point for their configuration falls. The operatmg point is read &om the plot 
and. entered into 
2, 000 
1, 800 
1, 600 
1 400 
1, 200 g 
e 1, 000 
m 
'o 800 
600 
400 
200 
Flowrote vs. Heed 
Place the Pointer over the intersection to read the flowrate. 
System Loss Curve 
— Total Head Curve 
— - Cancel Flowrate 
0 10, 000 20, 000 30, 000 40, 000 50, 000 60, 000 70, 000 80, 000 
Flowrata (GPN) 
Figure 9. Using System Loss and Total Head Curves for Production Estimate 
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the cutter calculations page as a fiowrate. When the pointer is placed over the 
intersection of the system loss curve and the total head curve, the program automatically 
reveals the coordinates of that point. The user reads the flowrate &om the intersection 
and enters it on the calculations page. There is a specific place on the calculations page 
for the operating fiowrate. When the fiowrate is entered the user may fine tune the 
fiowrate until the sheet indicates that the value is close enough to actual to begin cost 
estimating. Table 6 shows the calculations page with the operatmg fiowrate entry. 
Table 6. Production Calculation and Cavitation Check 
2. 5 herteotD(irxtm) 
2 5 thcb ID (axhm) 
ON98 Trsoiosl Vdocity(Sdill«) mb MsmEO ~ 
0. 1155 w )thea th Ptepaakm 
0 166t ~ bywbxx((b) 
232 Reorrrrimrb«aK 
431 Qbicel Vdoaty(m/e) 14 15 lbbcsl Vdo«ty (0/'e) 
6948 Qibcsl Hosaste (8 "3ll) 
31, 169 Qiricsl am«etc 
xlbt«8 Fhamste blent Oe' txm 
3L369 0 
31, 169 2(00 
For OOoor ed)mam« 
dxaOe « 
«xl the hhrabx tox js 
~ -2 srd? 
~04O) 
Poba GPM 
2251 crsectjmyejd8/s 
Notre SGoxha lal«xsxe Qxhto 
34. 525 8 a(we 
5th 00 8 d' eat 
70448 A a(oahe 
0 77 A a(eater 
43. 18 8 a(wax 
To the left of the entry for the operating fiowrate is a set of instructions that allow the 
user to fine tune the fiowrate. At the bottom center of the page is a box that alerts the 
user if cavitation occurs. If cavitation does occur the user must either decrease the 
flowrate or the slurry specific gravity. The operatmg pomt on the loss plot shows the 
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maximum operatmg pomt. If the user decides that it would be in the best interest to 
operate at a lower Ilowrate, a value less than the maximum but greater then the critical 
tlowrate may be chosen. The next step in the process is to enter the expected delays into 
the program. 
Delay Entry 
The delays entered for the cutter and hopper sections of the program are 
dilferentiated by the types of delays that are represented in the sheet. For the cutter 
program the daily run time calculated usmg the delays is applied directly to the 
production rate to Sad the daily production rate. For the hopper program the delays are 
summed and used to determine the total amount of delays for the entire job. These 
delays are added to the number of days required to complete the job. Table 7 shows the 
delay entry page for the cutter sheet. 
Table 7. Delay Entry and Summary Sheet 
sts Entry 
p Selection 
Cutter Calculations 
DELAY KNrRY 
Rentals 
Crew 
Cost S 
00r05 Hours:Mm 
00:45 Houn:Min 
00:30 Hours:Min 
00:39 Hours Min 
00: 09 Hours. Min 
OE15 Hours. Mm 
00 30 Hours. hgu 
01. 30 Horns:Mm 
00 09 Hours:Min 
01. 00 Hours:Min 
00:09 Hoarsen 
OOR5 Hours:Mm 
00: 15 Hours:Mm 
07:45 Total Delay 
0. 086 
0. 750 
0. 500 
0. 666 
0. 166 
1. 250 
0. 500 
1 500 
0 166 
1. 000 
0. 166 
0. 750 
0. 250 
7. 750 
ours Rsfusgng 
Hours Mmor Repeat Deck 
Hours Major Repairs Deck 
Horns Minor Rspsm Engine Room 
Hours Major Repairs Engine Rome 
Hours Clam Pumps 
Hours Add / Remove Pipehae 
Hours Disposal Area Delays 
Hours Survey 
Bours Trstnc 
Hours Wmther 
Hours Shiaing Anchors 
Hours Miscegsaeous 
Total Delay 
The foaowiag Qusslioas mg be used to calculate daily run time 
(Delays mtered ss expected daily velum) 
Expected Duly Run Time 16. 25 Bours 
ldr 15 Hours 
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The delays are entered in the center column of the list as time in decimal hours. There is 
a column to the left of center that aHows the user to check the entered times as hours and 
minutes. The total delays are shown on the last line of the list and the expected daily run 
time is shown at the bottom of the page in both decimal and hours and mmutes. 
Rentals 
The rentals section of the program lists common rental items for both cutter and 
hopper dredgmg projects. The rental rates are entered as day rates and should include 
the cost for operators for earthwork machmery or crewboats. The typical cost for renting 
a crewboat with an operator and including fuel is $750 to $1, 100 per day. 
Crew 
Crew costs are entered on the basis of daily rate. The sheets for cutter and hopper 
dredges list the positions common to either type of operation and have space for the user 
to enter a custom position. The user can adjust the number of positions used and the day 
rate for each position. The sheet also contains entries for the fiinge costs as a percentage 
of salary and the daily food costs per person of the crew. The daily food cost per person 
is nndtiplied by the crew compliment to determine the daily food cost for the entire 
operation. Table 8 shows the crew wages sheet for the cutter program 
Table g. Crew Wages, Fringe Rates, and Food Rates 
ata Entry 
Seteotam 
Cutter Cakutstions 
slay Entry 
Rentals 
CKKW 
Cost Summary 
Total Craw Cost per Day $1, 334 
Frmge Costs 
30)8 
Daily Daily Crew 
Food Casts Food Costs Compliment 
Total Per Persoa 
$540 $15 36 
Pro) est Manager 
Pm)act Engineer 
Surveyor(s) 
Mate(s) 
Deokhsod(s) 
Clast Engioeer 
Ass. Clue(Euginsm 
Oiler(s) 
Quaatity Daily Total Total 
1 $175 $175 
1 $125 $125 
2 8 105 8 210 
1 8 140 8 140 
3 8 150 8 450 
2 $ 125 8 250 
6 $ 105 8 630 
1 $135 $135 
1 $ 120 $ 120 
3 $ 110 8 330 
2 $ 120 $ 240 
Bostaum 
We)4m(s) 
Deposal Area Crew 
Contr(s) 
Quautrtv Duty Tots To'trll 
3 $115 $345 
2 8 120 8 240 
3 $ 105 8 315 
4 8 100 8 400 
1 8 85 8 85 
0 8 - 8 
Cost Summary 
The cutter and hopper dredge estimatmg programs both contain cost summary 
sheets. This sheet is where all of the costs associated with the job are listed together and 
totaled mto a job cost estimate. All of the costs are tabulated on this page for review and 
a unit cost per yard is listed. Adjustments for the dredge cycle efficiency and pipeline 
wear are available for the user to make final adjustment to the estimating process. 
Information on the wear rate, the available wall thickness, and the cost per foot for the 
pipeline are located on this page and can be adjusted by the user. At this point the user 
should review all of the cost categories and input parameters before finalization of the 
estimating process. Table 9 represents a sample of the final cost estimate sheet. 
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Table 9. Final Cost Estimate S~ 
D ra Entry 
Pmup Selmtion 
Cuite Calculatioos 
D day Entry 
Rmtsb 
Cre 
COST SUMMARY 
Total yob Cost $5, 545, 600 
Price 1 yd"3 $092 
Carriage 
Fixed 
Ctuiatmas Tree 
L bnc t Cost 
AdJmmble Items 
75th Dredge Cycle Edimency 
5596 Dredge Cycle Etsnsncy 
60th Dredge Cycle Efacieacy 
10 Percmd of Fuel Costa 
Producnon Rate 
Rsqraed Volume 
Cress Volume 
Est tedD dyRu Iuue 
Dsedge Cyole Egfctenoy 
2, 447 yds"3 /br 
6, 000, 000 yds"3 
6, 240, 000 yds "3 
16. 25 hours 
75 a 
Prpebne wear pe nulhon ydr 
Crtpdnd Wag ttmh 
Pqsel'ne Cost per foot 
0. 8 mnr 
12. 7 mm $120 Dogsrs (Schedule 20 
Reqmred Drat+kg Hours 
Reqmred D ys 
3, 578 
221 
Feel and Lnbrtmna 
House Poser 
Dredge Ertpae Fuel 
Lub nt 
eodant Plant 
Rm le dale toa nm 
Ftprdlae Wear 
Heading Costs 
$19, 890 $1, 180, 897 $118, 0911 $27, 846 
$972, 400 
$75, 591 
$277280 
Depredation 
lamranm 
Speci lit m 
Reatala 
$237, 634 
$750, 000 
$356, 452 
$1, 298, 501 
$508H00 
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PROGRAM TESTING 
In order to test the accuracy of the cutter and hopper dredge cost estimatmg 
programs a number of comparisons were made with actual dredging projects. Two 
hopper dredging projects and eight cutter dredge projects, completed between 1998 and 
early 2000 were used to put the results the programs to the test. The resuhs were 
compared to both the govenunent estimate and the wmning bid for each project. The 
cost data were coHected from the U. S. Army Corps of Engineers Navigation Data Center 
webpage (www. wrsc. usace. army. mil/ndc). The Dredging Statistics program collects data 
pertaming to dredging costs and provides contract award summaries snd yearly dredging 
cost in formation. 
Comparison of Actual Costs with Government and Program Estimates 
The comparison between the output of the program, the winnmg bids and the 
government estnnates for the projects provided excitmg insight into the utiTity of the 
program The objective of the comparison was to provide information concerning the 
performance of the program using real world data. Table 10 describes the rosts, 
magnitude, and type of equipment utiTized on the jobs that were used to perform the 
comparison. A listing of all the input parameters for ail of the test cases is available m 
the Appendix, The output from the program was increased by ten percent to reflect the 
margm that the bidding companies would have included in their bids. The comparison 
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shows that the estimating program produces costs that average within twenty percent of 
the government estimate and the winning bids for the ten projects selected. 
Table 10. Projects Used to Compare Cost Estimates trom Program 
10 
Name 
MoMe Harbor 
Savannah k. tkunsorkj( 
MRGO 8-12 
T' sr Pass 
Baptista Cogette 
Cakasieau River 
Theodore Channel 
MRGO 23-27 
Dredge Type 
H er 
Hopper 
Total Volunm 
million &do3 / 
million m 3) 
1. 00/0. 76 
2. 00/1. 53 
1. 60 / 1. 22 
0. 30 / 0. 23 
1. 00 / 0. 76 
0. 90 / 0. 69 
3. 50/2, 68 
1. 50/1. 15 
1, 00/0, 76 
1. 40/1. 07 
Government 
Esnmate 
(U. S. Dollars 
Winning )3id 
(U. S. Dollars 
2, 633, 971 2, 784, 351 
4, 198, 960 4, 732, 000 
2, 082, 000 1, 635, 000 
1, 046, 496 1, 279, 200 
3, 536, 200 2, 753, 000 
1, 604, 700 1, 332, 850 
4, 592, 100 4, 490, 000 
1, 690, 000 1, 382, 500 
1, 446, 303 1, 346, 050 
1 628 200 1, 084 000 
Program Output 
including 10o/e Margin) 
(U. S. Dollars) 
2, S53, 234 
2, 972, 075 
1, 662, 672 
921, 766 
2, 020, 244 
1, 610, 868 
4, 081, 438 
1, 37/, 489 
1, 249, 232 
1, 516, 086 
Program Estimates vs. Winning Bids and Government Estimates 
45% 
n Program Output vs G~ Estimate (Average Ddrereace 16 3%) 
~ program Output vs. uruuuog Fud (Average DdFereuce 17. 3%) 
Govemmm Bstuuate vs. vvtmdm Bid (Averrne DnFersuce 16 2%) 
35% 
I 
sa 
N 25% 
15% 
10% 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
project tuumnm 
8 9 10 
Figure 10. Comparison of Estimated Cost, Government Estimate, and Actual Costs 
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The program output difFered &om the government estimate an average of 16. 3% 
while the difference to the wmnmg bids was 17. 3%. The average difference between the 
government estimates and the winning bids for the same data set was 16. 2%. The 
estimating program detailed in this report showed an average difFerence of only 1. 1% 
&om the government estimate for the test projects. Figure 10 shows a plot that compares 
the program results versus the government estimates and the wmnmg bids. 
The individual estimates calculated using the program varied between 0. 4% to 
42. 9% &om the government estimate and 0. 4% to 39. 9% &om the winnmg bids. The 
government estimate varied between 2. 2% and 33. 4% when compared to the wmning 
bids. The estimates calculated usmg the program were less than 10% &om the wmning 
bid for jobs 1, 4, 5, 6 and 9. Table 11 lists the difFerences m the estimates for all of the 
projects tested. 
Table 11. Percent Di6erence Between Estimated and Actual Costs 
pmj act 
Number 
Name Percent DifFerence 
Gov. to Program 
Percent Difference Percent Difference 
Warner to Progr Gov. to Wmner 
10 
Mobile Harbor 
Savannah k, Brunswick 
MRGO 8-12 
Port Mans&dd 
Tiger Pass 
Bsptiste Collette 
Calcasieau River 
MRGO 23-27 
8. 3% 
29. 2% 
0. 4% 
11. 1% 
18. 5% 
20. 1% 
11. 9/o 
42. 9% 
13. 6% 
6. 9% 
2 5% 
37. 2% 
20. 9'/o 
9. 1% 
0. 4% 
1. 7% 
27. 9'/o 
26 6% 
7. 2% 
39. 9/o. 
5. 7% 
12. 7% 
16. 9'/0 
2. 2% 
18 2% 
21 5o/o 
22. 2% 
22. 1% 
6. 9/o 
33. 4% 
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The cause of the differences between the program output and the winnmg bids is 
most likely attributable to mobilization and demobilization costs. All efforts were made 
to calculate reasonable figures for these costs that would be applicable to most major 
dredging companies. Differences between the estimated and actual costs could also be a 
factor of special conditions particular to the projects, particularly numbers two and eight. 
Differences between the estimated cost and actual cost for project number two can be 
attributed to the fact that it was comprised of two separate channels located seventy five 
miles apart. The dredge and all of its support equipment would have been moved 
between the channels increasing the length and cost of the project . Project number eight 
was performed by a contractor that performed subsequent work m the same channel. 
The contractor may have planned on the occurrence of this situation and spread the 
mobilization and demobilization costs across the two projects. 
Sensitivity Analysis 
In order to detenmne which factors m the estimatmg process contribute to the 
greatest changes in the cost of a project, a sensitivity analysis was performed for both the 
cutter and hopper programs. In order to determine the variables that have the greatest 
mfluence on the output, a test case for both the hopper and cutter programs was 
developed. The inputs that were held constant for the cutter sensitivity analysis were the 
volume at 764, 439 cubic meters (1, 000, 000 cubic yards), the pipeline length at 1, 524 
meters (5, 000 feet), the gram size at 0, 4 millimeters, the specific gravity of the slurry at 
1. 4, the digging depth at 12. 8 meters (42 feet), and the engine configuration was 2, 000 
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horsepower on the underwater pump and 3, 000 horsepower on the number one and two 
main pumps. For the hopper dredge sensitivity analysis the hopper capacity was 4, 587 
cubic meters (6, 000 cubic yards), the diggmg depth was 12. 8 meters (42 feet), and the 
engine contiguration was 1, 500 horsepower on the underwater pump and 3, 000 
horsepower on the main pump. Table 12 shows the data that were held constant and the 
inputs that were varied. 
In order to present the data &om the sensitivity analysis, Figures 11 and 12 show 
the results as percent ihfference &om the baseline on the abscissa and percent change m 
cost on the ordinate. For the cutter program the baseline for cycle efficienc, fuel costs, 
and mobiTization and demobilization are 50'/o, $0. 50, and $200, 000 respectively. For the 
hopper program the baseline for sailmg distance, sailing speed, fuel costs, and 
mobiTization and demobilization are 2 nautical miles, 4 knots, $0. 50, and $200, 000 
respectively. Figure 11 shows that the changes in the cycle eIIiciency change the total 
cost of the cutter project the most. It seems that the strongest influence on the price of a 
rutter job falls into the area that the contractor can control. The cycle eIIiciency can be 
increased by thoroughly planning the cutter dredge's digging pattern and by operator 
education. Changes to the cost of mobilization and demobiTization have the least effect 
on the cutter project costs because any change in this cost affects the total cost on a one 
to one basis. The fuel costs of the cutter project increase linearly with an increase m the 
unit cost of fuel but aside &om hedgmg the cost of fuel little can be done to effect this 
aspect of project costs. 
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The sensitivity analysis of the hopper dredge program (Figure 12) shows that the 
sailing distance has the greatest efFect on the cost of a project. As with fuel there is not 
much the contractor can do to control this aspect of the project cost. As with the fuel 
costs m the cutter dredge analysis this cost cannot be controlled by the contractor for 
hopper dredges either. The mobilization and demobiTization costs follow the same trend 
for the hopper dredge as with the cutter dredge. The saihng speed of the hopper dredge 
is the only parameter taken into account that can be afFected by the contractor. 
Unfortunately the sailing speed is more a function of decisions made when designing the 
hopper dredge then what the contractor does durmg a project. The saiTing speed of a 
hopper dredge should be maximized at all times by proper maintenance and repair of the 
hull and propulsion plant. As a result of the sensitivity analysis it is clear that the 
dredging contractor has some degree of control of the costs of a project utiTizing a 
hopper dredge and a high level of control when using a cutter dredge. All efForts should 
be made to educate the cutter dredge operator in the area of dredge cycle efficiency and 
its efFect on project cost. 
Table 12. Sensitivity Analysis Parameters 
Cutter Dredge Hopper Dredge 
Constant Variable Constant Variable 
Project Volume 
Pi eline Len h 
Grain Size 
Specific Gravity of Sluny 
Digging Depth 
Pump Configuration 
Cycle Efficiency Project Volume 
Fuel Costs Hopper Ca acity 
Mob. dt Demob. Grain Size 
Specific Gravity of Sl 
Digging Depth 
Pump Configuration 
Sailin Distance 
Sailing Speed 
Fuel Costs 
Mob. dj: Demob. 
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Cutter Dredge Egumate Seugiuvtty 
50% 
45% 
~ 
$ 40% 
~ Dredge Cyole Pdusteosy 
~ Putt Costs 
~ Mo Mizstion enl Demo lshm lion Costs 
35% 
309' 
td 
259l 
20% 
15% 
0% 10% 20% 3091 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100% 
Figure 11. Cutter Dredge Estimate Sensitivity 
Hopper Dredge Estimate Seugitivitr 
4591 
4091 
'I 35% 
~ Sob 8 tnu 
~yen C n. 
~rd bem du 1 bmm c m 
ss sm 8 Ip 9 
25% 
1 20% 
15% 
10% 
5% 
0% 10% 20% 309t 40% 50% 60% 70% 
Perseus Clusnge 
Born 
Beseuae 
809t 90% 100% 
Figure 12. Hopper Dredge Eshmate Sensitivity 
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CONCLUSIONS 
The objective of this thesis was to develop and test a program to estimate the 
costs of both cutter and hopper dredge projects. Two programs were developed in order 
to accomphsh this objective, one for both cutter and hopper dredges. The programs are 
essentially based on a maximum production rate estimate that is determined using input 
data. The Wilson et al. (1997) equation is used to determine the system lriction losses m 
the dredge pipeline. System losses are compared to the total available head curve to 
determine the production rate. With the exception of the mobilization and 
demobiTization costs, all other factors that contribute to the cost of the project are based 
on the production estimate. 
When the output costs Irom the program were compared to actual cost data for 
real world projects the resuhs were found to be quite acceptable. The programs 
estimated the costs of ten dredging projects within an average of 17. 3'Yo while the 
government estimate averaged 16. 3/o. Using the accuracy of the government estimate 
as a measure of accomplishment, the program can be considered a success. 
As a result of working on this thesis one point becomes clear about cutter 
dredges. The cost of a cutter dredge project is greatly afFected by the dredge cycle 
eKciency. The most efFective way to decrease the cost of the cutter dredge project is to 
increase the etiiciency of the dredging cycle. Increasing the eKciency of the dredging 
cycle is a worthwhile endeavor and more research in this area could prove to be very 
rewarding. 
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APPENIIIX 
TEST CASES AND EQUATION LIST 
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TEST CASK (CUTTER PROGRAM) - BAPTIST COLLET TE 
Table A-1. Input Data Used to Estimate Baptiste Collette 
10 
42 
28 
15 
Carnage Spud (I ), Fixed Spud (2), Christmas Tree (3) 
DredguB Depth (lt) 
Depth of U/W Pump Centerline (If U/W Pump not used enter 0) 
Elevation of First Pump if no U/W pump used (II) 
I Suction Pipe Length (II) 
lAverage Length of Disc Pipeline (ft) 
evation of Discharge (ft) 
22 
50 
30 
'Would you like to enter Equivalent Loss (E) or a Breakdown of Minor Losses t B)? 
Number of 90 Degree Elbows 
Number of Swivel Elbows 
Ball joints 
Unused Pumps (Used only if a pump is intentionally lett unpowered) 
Entrance Loss value 
Equivalent System Loss (Enter only if a ~own is not used) 
Suction Pipeline ID caches) 
30 
0. 0001 5 
0. 4 
1. 3 
2. 65 
barge Pipeline ID (Inches) 
Roughness of Pitxtina(ft) (Connnon Valm 0. 00015) 
d50 of material (mm) 
e Specijic Gravity of Slurry 
Specitlc Gravity of Solids 
Fresh or Seawater (' f', "s") 
0. 050 Hourly Fuel usage per Utihzed Horsepower for Eng'um (Gallons) 
150 $0. 60 
210 $1, 364, 000 
310 
Daily fuel usage for House Power (Gallons) 
Cost per Gallon for Fuel (Dollars) 
Attendant Plant Fuel Usage (Gallons) 
Annual Cost of Repairs and M~ (Dollars) 
Yearly Dredge Utilization (Days) 
Required Dredging Volume (yd"3) 
4. 0 
$10, 000, 000 
~ed Overdredging (Percent) 
Capital Cost of Dredge (Dollars) 
$750, 000 $500, 000 
5. 
Depreciation Period (Years) 
Mobilization and Demobihzation Costs (Dollars) 
Yearly Insurance Costs (Dollars) 
Bonrhng Rate (Percent) 
Special Contract Costs (Dollars) 
60 
Table A-2. Pump Selection Used to Estimate Baptist Collette 
Data Enny 
UMP SELECTION 
Cutter Calmlabcus 
sy anny 
~ stale 
Crew 
Cast 
Cbooss your pump coustpua6on aom 
tbe fcaontn¹ tabbn. 
¹ ¹am Cbatt 
U/W Pump 2 
Mam Pump 4 
Main Pamp 4 
Main Pump 0 
Main Pump ¹ I Isla'm Pump ¹3 27" Dlscbar¹e Mam Pump ¹I Mam pump ¹2 Main Pump ¹ 3 
Nooe 
1500 
2500 
3500 
4500 
None 
1500 
2500 
3500 
10 
12 
13 
14 
15 
10 
12 
13 
14 
15 
10 
12 
14 
15 
10 
12 
13 
14 
15 
Table A-3. Calculations Page For Estimating Baptist Collette 
1865 Ottunt Vt¹amy (6/s) 
0135 CHislHouars(IP3/s) 
4I/NI Giicit Houtua (C¹lrb 
CcanrekMmms 
25 autos ID 
25 Darb ID 
00165 Tamaal Vsbs¹y(8¹albr) m's 0¹baapq ~ 
an¹5 w V¹bm 60 Hepnabm 
022)P ~ %lem Sb Pteprsbm 
218MarlsmK 
5. IS Chbcal Vdaaty(n/e) 
Ol¹ml Hourate Inlmt ¹r Hst 
41, 092 0 
41 (D2 2(ID 
tnssu¹at Paat Gavl 
sebi tin lorn Istwm-2 m¹2 
-IID. 001 Nabs K' eutb'ntolanucs 
?43 it t¹wrm 
610306c¹wnr 
SS30acfwam 
1. (0 
2440 
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Ptoeerate vs. Head 
Place the pointer over the intersecaon to read the Soseran:. 
Teaat Bead 
Coocst Bowrae 
1, 400 
a 1200 ' 
g 
0 1, 000 
n 
0 10, 000 20, 000 30, 000 40, 000 50, 000 00. 000 , 0, 000 $0, 000 
Stewaate (GPM) 
Figure A-1. Loss Plot Created While Estimating Baptist Collette 
Table A-4. Delays Used to Estimate Baptist Collette 
The following Questions witt be used to calculate daily run time 
(Delays entered as expected daily values) 
00:05 Hours:Min 0. 083 Hours Refueling 
00. 45 Hours:Min 0. 750 Hours Minor Repairs Deck 
00:30 Hours:Min 0. 500 Hours Major RepairsDeck 
00:45 Hours:Min 0. 750 Hours Minor Repairs Engine Roon 
00. 30 Hours:Min 0. 500 Hours Major Repairs Engine Roon 
01:30 Hours:Min 1. 500 Hours CleanPumps 
00:45 Hours:Min 0. 750 Hours Add / Remove Pipeline 
00:30 Hours:Min 0. 500 Hours Disposal Area Delays 
00:10 Hours:Min 0. 167 Hours Survey 
00:45 Hours:hfin 0. 750 Hours Traffic 
00:15 Hours:Mm 0. 250 Hours Weather 
01:00 Hours:Min 1. 000 Hours Shifting Anchors 
00:00 Hours:Min 0. 000 Hours MisceBaneous 
07:30 Total Delay 7. 500 Total Delay 
Expected Daily Run Time 16. 50 Hours 
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Table A-S. Rentals Used to Estimate Baptist Collette 
Total Rental Price per Day 
$2, 800. 00 
AU Daily Rental Prices should include fuel, and operator co 
Marsh Buggy(s) 
CrewBoat 
Bulldozer(s) 
$1, 300. 00 
$1, 500. 00 
$ 
Tug Boat(s) 
Barge(s) 
$ 
$ 
Ollice Space 
Light Plant(s) 
Other 
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Table A-6. Crew, Fringe, and Food Costs Used to Estimate Baptist Collette 
Data Entry 
Pump Selection 
Cutter Calculations 
Delay Entry 
Rentals 
CREW 
Cost S 
Frmge Costs 
30 /o 
Weekly 
Food Costs 
$3, 000. 00 
Total Crew Cost per Day 
$5, 875. 57 
Project Manager 
Project Engmeer 
Surveyor(s) 
Quantity Daily Total Total 
1 $175. 00 $175. 00 
1 $125. 00 $125. 00 
2 $105. 00 $210. 00 
Captain 
Leverman 
Mate(s) 
Deckhand(s) 
1 $140. 00 $140. 00 
3 $150. 00 $450. 00 
2 $125. 00 $250. 00 
6 $105. 00 $630. 00 
Chief Engineer 
Ass. Chief Engmeer 
Oiler(s) 
Electrician 
1 $135. 00 $135. 00 
1 $120. 00 $120. 00 
3 $110. 00 $330. 00 
2 $120. 00 $240, 00 
Boatman 
Welder(s) 
Disposal Area Crew 
Cook(s) 
Me sap erson 
3 $115. 00 $345. 00 
2 $120. 00 $240. 00 
3 $105. 00 $315. 00 
4 $100. 00 $400. 00 
1 $85. 00 $85. 00 
Other 0 $ 
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Table A-7. Cost Summary For Baptist Collette 
Dais Entry 
Selection 
ter Calculations 
lay Entry 
Crew 
COST SVMbjARV 
otal Job Cask 
$1, 464, 474. 02 
ice / yd" 3 $1. 63 
Carnage 
Fixed 
&Mstmm Tree 
Adjustable Hams 
75% Dredge Cychr E/Ec/mmy 
55% Dredge Cycb E/Ecisacy 
6/PI rhadge Cyde Etschsmy 
10 Perceot cf Fuel Costs 
Prouchrm Rale 
Rwpmed Vohane 
Gross Volume 
Estimstmi Daily Rim Time 
Dredge Cyde E/Ecieacy 
2251 yds 3/br 
900, 000 7th"3 
945, 000 yds 3 
16. 50 bourn 
755e 
Pipebn «aar per milbnn yds 0. 8 mm 
Odgmal Wdt hichness 127 mm 
Pipelme Cost per foot $120. 00 Dollars (Schcdub 201 
Required Dredg'mg Hours 
Required Days 34. 18 
Phel aad Labrlcants 
Hoose Power 
Dredge Engme Fuel 
Lrdrtraats 
At teadsal Pleat 
Rapahs aad Mstatenance 
Pipebae Wear 
Band/ug Cams 
$2~3. 85 
$112, 807. 85 
8 11280. 79 $3+89. 39 
$150, 412 39 
$45354. 33 
$73223. 70 
Deprmiatioa 
Mab - lysmob 
$36, 757. 67 
$750, 000 
$55, 1 36. 51 
$200, 854. 26 
$95, 716 98 
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TEST CASE (HOPPER PROGRA1VI) - Mobile Harbor 
Table A-8. btltut Data Used to Estimate Mobile Harbor 
Input Description 
6000 Hopper Capacity (yds3) 
2 Enter I for material that will settle in the Hopper 2 for materials that will uot 
2 Number of Drag Anus Used 
6. 5 ' ' Speed (Knots) 
15 
42 
27 
Average Sailing Dismnce to Disposal Area (Nautical Miles) 
th (ft) 
Depth of U/W Pump Centerline (If U/W Pump not mud enter 0) 
0 Elevation of First P if rm U/W used 
15 
10 
Suction Pipe Length (ft) 
Length of Discharge Pipelme (11) 
Elevation of Discharge (ft) 
8 Suction Side Losses 
20 Dischar Sxle Losses 
30 Suction Pipeline ID (Inches) 
30 
0. 00015 
Discha eP' huelD(hrches) 
Roughness of Pipeline(11) (Common Value . 00015) 
0. 065 
1. 6 
d50 of material (mm) 
Average SpeoiTic Gravity of Slurry 
2. 65 S pacilic ' of Sohds 
Fresh or Seawater ("f', "s") 
0. 050 
6, 000 
: $0. 62 
210 
i $ I/32, 500 
Hourly Fuel usage per Uuhzed Horsepower for Dredge Engines (Gallons) 
D ' fuel usage for Propulsion and House Power (Gallons) 
Cost per Gagon for Fuel (Dolhrs) 
Attendant Plant Fuel Usage (Gagons) 
Annual Cost of Repairs and Maintenance I Dollars) 
325 Yearly Dredge Utilization (Days) 
1, 000, 000 squired Dr ' Volume d"3) 
5. 0 
, 
. '$10, 000, 000 
30 
Capital Cost of Dredge (Dollars) 
Depreciation Period (Years) $300, 000 Mobilization and Demobilization Costs (Dollars) $500, 000 Year Insurance Costs (Dollars) 
1. 5 Bonding Rate (Percent) (Common Value 1. 0-1. 5) 
S cia 1 Contract Costs (Dollars) 
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Table A-9. Pumy Selection Used to Estimate Mobile Harbor 
Data Bony 
UMP SELECTION 
appar ~nas 
ay Rutty 
eatals 
Crew 
Cost S 
6 from Chart 
Choose year pumps Rom the futlowmd tease U/W Pump I 
Main Pump 4 
Mam Pump 0 
Main Pump 0 
30" Dlmharde U/W Pmnp Main Pmnp 93 " iaschsrde 
Nore None 
2DDD 
2500 
3000 
3500 
4500 
1500 
2500 
10 
12 
13 
l4 
15 
10 
12 
13 
14 
15 
10 
12 
13 
15 
10 
12 
13 
14 
15 
Table A-10. Calculations Page For Estimating Mobile Harbor 
2. 50 Suctioa ID (iaobes) 
250 Usch ID (ments) 
00039 Znmind Volocity (Sdallcr) m/s Wilsca Pq ~ 
au/dt Wdsm Hq Hepsabm 
0. 35 14 Ctecummm Wilsaa Pq. Hepaaum 
30 Snu cfakauicmK 
031 Ihdnd V hmy (m/*) 1 02 Dm&v I 'ty(0/) 
5. 00 tbhcal pmmae (19Wc) 
2244 Qmcal Hoomtc 
I?imal Human lrqad fn Hot 
2244 0 
2244 2000 
pm Mnor erhaunnm ~dt ~ Ptdm GPM 
sebi tbc bar te lateccn -2 md 2 
-18630/ Notes SGsdd/htrdcmaces 
27 8 R rd'surer 
35630 R af rote 
169. 93 R sf sate 
0. 68 
31. 41 
2000. 0 
Ptrttvraae vs. Head 
Piece Peinnr ever Ineerseeaen io Read Hewrais 
1000. 0 
1600. 0 
1400. 0 
Wrina Fric 0«w Leo 
— Total Head Crore 
Critical Bowrate 
1200. 0 
'0 1OOO. O 
j wa. o I— 
400. 0 
200 0 
0. 0 
10, 000 20, 000 40, 000 
noorate(arse 
&0, 000 10, 000 
Figure A-2. Loss Plot Created While Estimating Mobile Harbor 
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Table A-11. Delays Used to Estimate Mobile Harbor 
The following Questions will be used to calculate daily run 
12. 00 Hours Refueling 
8. 00 Hours Minor Repairs Deck 
8. 00 Hours Major Repairs Deck 
15. 00 Hours Minor Repairs Engme Room 
15. 00 Hours Major Repairs Engine Room 
10. 00 Hours Clean Pumps / Drag Heads 
1. 00 Hours Survey 
20. 00 Hours Tralnc 
25. 00 Hours Weather 
2. 00 Hours Miscellaneous 
116. 00 Total Delay 
time 
10. 34o/o 
6. 90o/o 
6 90o/o 
12 93o/o 
12 93o/ 
8. 62/o 
0. 86'/o 
17 24'/o 
21. 55o/o 
1. 72'/o 
100. 00o/o 
4. 83 Days for Delays 4. 35o/o 
22. 96 
Table A-12. Rentals Used to Estimate Mobile Harbor 
Total Rental Price per Day 
$4, 575. 00 
All Daily Rental Prices should include fuel, and operator costs 
Marsh Buggy(s) 
CrewBoat 
Bulldozer(s) 
$ 
$1, 600. 00 
$ 
Tug Boat(s) 
Barge(s) 
Plough 
$ 
$325. 00 
$2, 500. 00 
O)%ce Space 
Light Plant(s) 
$150. 00 
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Table A-13. Crew, Frmge, and Food Costs Used to Estimate Mobile Harbor 
Data Entry 
Pump Selection 
Hopper Calculations 
Delay Entry 
Rentals 
CREW 
Cost Summary 
Fringe cost 
30sl 
Daily Daily Crew 
Food Costs Food Costs Compliment 
Total Per Person 
$435. 00 $15. 00 29 
Total Crew Cost per Day (including &inge) 
$4, 335. 00 
Project Manager 
Project Engineer 
Surveyor(s) 
Master 
Dragtender 
Chief Mate 
Third Mate 
Deck AB 
Ordinary Seaman 
Quantity 
1 
1 
2 
Daily Total $262. 50 $187. 50 $157. 50 
$ $210. 00 
$225. 00 $187. 50 $165. 00 $142. 50 $127. 50 
Total 
$262. 50 
$187. 50 
$315. 00 
$420. 00 
$450. 00 
$187. 50 
$165. 00 
$285. 00 
$255. 00 
Other 0 $ 
Chief Engineer 
Ass. Chief Engineer 
Oiler(s) 
Electrician 
Welder(s) 
Cook(s) 
Messperson 
Clerk 
$202. 50 $180. 00 $165. 00 $180. 00 
$ $180. 00 
$ $150. 00 
0 
$127. 50 
$ $150. 00 
$202. 50 
$180. 00 
$495. 00 
$360. 00 
$360. 00 
$600. 00 
$127. 50 
$150. 00 
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Table A-14. Cost Summary For Mobile Harbor 
Ihts Entry 
Pump Sdection 
Happer Catndmuas 
Psury 
Roach 
Col' SUMMARY 
$2, 620, 407 
Price / yd"3 $2. 62 Tunrin8 15% Prrceat cd Dredge 1 ma 
1096 Pcrccat af Puel Costs 
Eme 
Vdmra 
Gram Vdume 
Hopper ~ 
Estimated Dnnl8e Tjuu/Cyde 
Esthmaed Tmn Thm/Cyst 
Esbmetnl Dapmd lone'Cyd 
Estama nl Sall Time'Cyde 
Esbmsted V~ 
Esnmanl Cydcs/Dm 
Esbnnt nl yd"3/Day 
8, 350 yds"3 /hr 
1, 000, 000 yds 3 
1, 050, 000 yds"3 
6, 000 yds"3 
0 505 hours 
0 076 boors 
0 17D hours 
4. 766 hmas 
2, 109 yds"3 
4. 5 
9 465 yds"3 
pjpdme «esr par nalhon 7th 
Avalatde Weh thidmma 
Hpehoe Cost pn hrm 
263 
Hd 
0. 8 mm 
6. 0 mm 
8 DODD Deans 
$413, 540 $3, 026 $41, 657 
3 15103 
118, 974 
$300, 00D 
$178, 462 
$475, 600 
8 1, 760 
$38, 725 
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Table A-15. Job Summary for Savannah and Brunswick 
Cost Comparison 
Job: 
Savannah k Brunswick Entrance 
Location: 
Georgia 
Equipment Type 
Hopper Dredge 
6000 yds 3 Capacity 
Mobilization and Demobilization $1, 600, 000 
Overflow Allowed YES 
Digging Depth 42 feet 
Sailing Distance (Sail @ 6. 5 Knot 6 Nautical Mfles 
150'/0 of Gulf Wages 
Government Estimate 
Winmng Bid 
Program+10/0 
Program 
$4, 198, 960 
$4, 732, 000 
$2, 972, 075 
$2, 701, 886 
/0 Differences 
Wmnmg Bid vs. Govennnent Eslimate 
Program+10'/0 vs. Government Estimate 
Program+10~/0 vs. Winning Bid 
12. 7'/o 
-29. 2'/0 
-37. 29o 
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Table A-16. Job Summary for Calcasieau River 
Cost Comparison 
Job: 
Calcasieau River 
Location: 
Louisiana 
Equipment Type 
Cutter Dredge 
Spud Type Carriage 
75 /0 Cycle Efliciency 
Average Discharge Line 
Mobilization and Demobilization 
Digging Depth 
Run Time 
Production Rate 
7000 feet 
$1, 000, 000 
44 feet 
16. 25 hours 
2684 yds 3/hour 
Gulf Wages 
Government Estimate 
Winnmg Bid 
Program +10~/0 
Program 
$4, 592, 100 
$4, 490, 000 
$4, 081, 438 
$3, 710, 398 
/0 Ditferences 
Winning Bid vs. Government Estimate 
Program+10'/0 vs. Government Estimate 
Program+10/a vs. Wmnmg Bid 
-2. 2'/o 
-11. 1'/o 
-9. 1/0 
Notes: 3 Marsh Buggies @ $1200/day required mstead of 1 
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Table A-17. Job Summary for Mississippi River Gulf Outlet Miles 4-8 
Cost Comparison 
Job: 
Mississippi River Gulf Outlet Miles 4-8 
Location: 
Louisiana 
Equipment Type 
Cutter Dredge 
Spud Type Carriage 
75 /a Cycle Elliciency 
Average Discharge Line 4000 
Mobilization and Demobilization $300, 000 
Digging Depth 43 
Run Time 16. 45 
Production Rate 2982 
feet 
feet 
hours 
yds~3/hour 
Gulf Wages 
Government Estimate 
Winnmg Bid 
Program+10~/o 
Program 
$1, 690, 000 
$1, 382, 500 
$1, 377, 489 
$1, 252, 263 
'/o Ditferences 
Wmnmg Bid vs. Government Estimate 
Program+10/o vs. Government Estimate 
Program+10'/a vs. Winning Bid 
-18. 2/o 
-18. 59o 
-0. 4~/o 
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Table A-18. Job Summary for Mississippi River Gulf Outlet Miles 8-12 
Cost Comparison 
Job: 
Mississippi River Gulf Outlet Miles 8-12 
Location: 
Louisiana 
Equipment Type 
Cutter Dredge 
Spud Type Carriage 
75 /o Cycle EKciency 
Average Discharge Line 6000 
Mobihzation and Demobilization $500, 000 
Digging Depth 43 
Run Time 16. 5 
Production Rate 2982 
feet 
feet 
hours 
yds 3/hour 
&df Wages 
Government Estimate 
Winning Bid 
Program +10/o 
Program 
$2, 082, 000 
$1, 635, 000 
$1, 662, 672 
$1, 511, 520 
% Differences 
Wmning Bid vs. Government Estimate 
Program+10/o vs. Government Estimate 
Program+10'/o vs. Winning Bid 
-21. 5o/o 
-20 1/0 
1, 7'/o 
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Table A-19. Job Summary for Port Mansfield Entrance Channel 
Cost Comparison 
Job: 
Port Mansfield Entrance Channel 
Location: 
Texas 
Equipment Type 
Cutter Dredge 
Spud Type Christmas Tree 
60'/a Cycle Efficiency 
Average Discharge Line 
Mobilization and DemobiTization 
Digging Depth 
Run Time 
Production Rate 
1500 feet 
$450, 000 
22 feet 
12. 25 hours 
2385 yds 3/hour 
Gulf Wages 
Government Estimate 
Winning Bid 
Program+10O/0 
Program 
$1, 046, 496 
$1, 279, 200 
$921, 766 
$837, 969 
/o Ditferences 
Winning Bid vs. Government Estimate 
Program+10/o vs. Government Estimate 
Program+10'/0 vs. Winning Bid 
22. 2'/o 
11 9o/ 
-27. 9'/o 
Note: Run time is low because job is between jetties. Breaking waves mside jettie 
severely hinder the dredgmg operation. 
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Table A-20. Job Summary for Tiger Pass 
Cost Comparison 
Job: 
Tiger Pass 
Location: 
Louisiana 
Equipment Type 
Cutter Dredge 
Spud Type Carriage 
60'/o Cycle EKciency 
Average Discharge Line 
MobiTization and Demobilization 
Digging Depth 
Run Time 
Production Rate 
3600 feet 
$650, 000 
20 feet 
14. 5 hours 
2247 yds 3/hour 
Gulf Wages 
Government Estimate 
Winning Bid 
Program+10/o 
Program 
$3, 536, 200 
$2, 753, 000 
$2, 020, 244 
$1, 836, 585 
'/o Mferences 
Winning Bid vs. Government Estimate 
Program+10'/o vs. Government Estimate 
Program+10'/a vs. Winning Bid 
-22. 1'/o 
-42. 9'/o 
-26. 65o 
Note: 11 pipelmes crossmg on this job lead excess delays and lower the daily run 
Narrow cut and low bank height lead to lower dredge cycle e%ciency 
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Table A-21. Job Summary for Theodore Ship Channel ¹2 
Cost Comparison 
Job: 
Theodore Ship Channels 
Location: 
Alabama 
Equipment Type 
Cutter Dredge 
Spud Type Carriage 
75'/0 Cycle Eiliciency 
Average Discharge Line 
Mobilization and DemobiTization 
Digging Depth 
Run Time 
Production Rate 
5500 feet 
$500, 000 
42 feet 
16. 75 hours 
2992 yds 3/hour 
Gulf Wages 
Government Estimate 
Wmning Bid 
Program+10/& 
Program 
$1, 446, 303 
$1, 346, 050 
$1, 249, 232 
$1, 135, 665 
'/o Differences 
Winning Bid vs. Government Estimate 
Program+10a/a vs. Government Estimate 
Program+10'/o vs. Winning Bid 
-6. 9'/0 
-13. 60/o 
-7. 2'/o 
Table A-22. Job Summary for Mississippi River Gulf Outlet Miles 23-27 
Cost Comparison 
Job: 
Mississippi River Gulf Outlet Miles 23-27 
Location: 
Louisiana 
Equipment Type 
Cutter Dredge 
Spud Type Carnage 
75% Cycle Etliciency 
Average Discharge Line 4500 
Mobilization and Demobilization $500, 000 
Diggmg Depth 43 
Run Time 16. 5 
Production Rate 2982 
feet 
feet 
hours 
yds~3/hour 
Gulf Wages 
Government Estimate 
Winning Bid 
Program+10% 
Program 
$1, 628, 200 
$1, 084, 000 
$1, 516, 086 
$1, 378, 260 
% Differences 
Winning Bid vs. Government Estimate 
Program+10% vs. Government Estimate 
Program+10% vs. Winnmg Bid 
-33. 4% 
-6. 9% 
39. 9% 
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Table A-23. List of Friction Loss Equations (TID, 1999) 
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Table A-24. List of Friction Loss Equations (TID, 1999) 
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Table A-25. Explanation of Variables for Equation List (TID, 1999) 
(A-1) 
~seA 
gD, yp (A-2) 
V' 
gD (A-3) 
These explanations were found in the TID course material. The variables are detmed as 
follows, 
C - Concentration by volume 
A - Area of pipelme 
Dr - Diameter of pipeline 
i„- Hydraulic gradient for water (meters (feet) of water per meter (foot) of pipe) 
V - Velocity of Slurry 
g - Gravitational constaut 
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